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Kapolei, HI 96707-3303 

Mr. Ted Matley 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Transit Administration - Region IX 
201 Mission Street, Suite 7650 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

Mr. Wayne Y. Yoshioka 
Department of Transportation Services 
City and County of Honolulu 
630 South King Street, 3rd Moor 
Honolulu, HI 96813 

Re: Final ES 

Dear Messrs. Matfey and Yoshioka: 

The City of Honolulu recently completed a Final Environmental Impact Statement (MS") for the proposed Honolulu High-
Capacity Transit Corridor ("Proiect"), a 20.mile elevated rail line that will connect the town of Kapoiel In west Oiahu lo 
downtown Honolulu. 

Although I support O'ahu's need for a rail system, I do not think the current plan meets the west Oahu community's needs, 
nor is it affordable. I have the following areas of concerns about the Final EiS: 

1. Why doesn't the Final EIS address the Ho'Opili residential rezoning that was denied by the state and federal 
government? 

a. Hoiopill traffic will add to the freeway snarl for everyone on H-1 and H-2, but it will be particularly bad for 
those living on the Ewa Plain and Waianae Coast. Heopifi will fill the entire open space between Kapolei 
and Waipahu. All of its commuters will pour onto Fort Weaver Road and H-1, headed to Honolulu in the 
morning rush. And all of the Ho'opili cars will be on the road to town in front of every current commuter 
from 'Ewa and Kapolei and beyond. There is nobody who now drives to town from the west side of the 
island who will not be behind all of the cars from Ho'opill. Honolulu Advertiser, February 10, 2009. 

b. In a rare move, the state Land Use Commission rejected a developer's push to urbanize 1,500 acres of 
prime agricultural land In Ewa to create a new community of nearly 12,000 homes. Honolulu Advertiser, 
29 August 2009. 

c. The ground was stated to be too soft to support housing and the support beams for the rail. This finding 
was released in January 2010 with no draft EIS or the final EIS discussion about this situation. It was 
decided that it would be cost prohibitive to remove the prime agriculture land dirt and to replace it with 
corral and other topsoil. Mayor Mull Hanneman held a news conference to denounce the rejection of the 
Ho'Opili residential rezone permit and vowed to have the findings overturned. 

d. There has been an undo amount of money and political pressure from Developer D.R. Horton Schuler 
Division to support this project. It makes no sense to put a 11,750 housing development on prime 
agriculture land and this development Is the reason the rail is in the middle of a cornfield. 

Why wasn't the D'ahu Railway & Land ("OR&L") Co route discussed in the draft and final EIS? 
a. The current west end route is the worst possible route. The best route would have been to reroute the rail 

along Fort Weaver Road, and then across to Roosevelt Road along the existing OR&L route. OR&L route 
Is not discussed at all in chapter 2 of the draft or final els. The state still OWRS the right of way access for 
the OR&L. 

h. This would allow the rail system to support EWA and EWA Beach resident's ability to reduce the traffic on 
Fort Weaver Road. This would be a better route to increase rail ridership while at the same time reducing 
the project cost. 

c. There are four roads that the rail would have to be tunneled to go under. They are Fort Barrette Road, 
Kalaeloa Blvd, Kapolei Parkway, and Kamokila Blvd. The route would not have to be elevated In the 
corridor from Ewa Roosevelt Road to Ko'Olina. This would be cheaper than being elevated. 

d. Using the OR&L route will allow the rail system to connect to Ko'Olina during this phase of building. This 
is the site of major hotel time shares and a better end point then the proposed University of Hawaii NH, 
— West Campus. 

e. Using the OR&L. mute will allow the rail to pass near the following sites: Kapoiei Shopping Center, 
Kapolei Judicial Building, UH — West Campus, Ewa city, Fort Weaver Road, and West Loch Estates. 
There is more open land that can handle high rise parking lots for the park and ride people. 
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f. When a group of us tried to bring up the OR&L route during the city lownhalr meetings in Kapolei, we 
were told that the routes already were decided and that the purpose of the meetings were to educate the 
public, not to review alternatives. Kameharneha Schools also recommended using grade when possible 
to reduce cost and making the rail system less of an 'eyesore." 

g. The discussions in the EIS about the disadvantages of grade system rails is overblown and 
misrepresented. Washington DC, Boston, San Francisco and New York City have portions of their rail 
systems at grade level and they do not have the emblems that the city stated in their EIS. 

h. As one can see in the map below, the rail path of OR&L is extensive and it reaches to within a few miles 
of downtown. It provides a platform for light rail development. Light rail service can occur at a small 
fraction of the proposed fully elevated multibillion dollar system, with similar or better results in ridership. 
Its speed may be lower compared to a fully elevated system but it can be designed with fewer stations 
and larger parking lots. 

3. What is the real cost of the rail? 
a. The draft and final EIS reports both use portions of the Bus federal funding to balance the rail budget 

This is unreasonable since most people will ride the bus because the rail is on a fixed path that cannot 
serve the needs of everyone. The rail budget should not be mixed with the Bus and Handl-van budgets. 
This is giving a false impression of the real cost of the rail. 

b. There has not been any discussion as to how the bus fleet is going to act as a feeder for the rail. There Is 
no discussion in Chapter 6 of the draft and final EIS about any cost increases for the Bus because of 
support for the rail centers. 

c. Fares are set to unrealistic values. $0.95 is the starting fare with an increase of $0.33 in 2015 and 2023 
according to the draft and final EIS Chapter 6, paragraph 6.4.2. 

d. Chapter 6 of the draft and final EIS do not adequately address the operational and maintenance costs. 
Figure 6-2 is fiat lining revenues while costs are increasing from 2023— 2030. This means the local 
taxpayers must support the shortfall, the state wrn have to step in and support the rail, and/or the federal 
government will have to support by providing more funds. 

e. Chapter 6 of the draft and final EIS do not adequately address maintenance costs, Figure 6-3 
maintenance costs as non-existent for some years. This is not realistic because as the rail ages, more 
maintenance will have to be done to keep the rail operational. Las Vegas and Washington DC are going 
bankrupt because they underestimated the maintenance costs and over estimated the number of riders. 
There is no consideration for Oahu's temperature, humidity, sett deposits from the ocean, and VOG and 
what effects these items will have on the rail system. 
Chapter 6 of the draft and final EIS do not adequately address the source of funds and cost over runs. 
Table 6-4 does not have any provisions for cost over runs because of delays in schedule, reroutes 
because of historical reasons, or contractor unable to meet cost because of inflation estimates. 
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Chapter 6 of the draft and final EIS do not adequately address source of funds and that the rail revenues 
are behind schedule. The rail makes unreasonable assumptions that the economy will recover quickly 
and revenues will exceed estimates. National economists have stated the economy will grow skewer than 
expected and that federal, state, and city revenues will face shortfalls because of the lack of consumer 
spending. This concern is not addressed in the BS. 
There is no discussion about the airport reroute costs in the EIS. What is the financial and schedule 
impact of airport reroute to the EIS budget and schedule? Mayor Mull Hanneman stated that every year 
the rail is delayed, it will cost $200 million. This is not reflected in the final BS budget. Was Hare a cost 
for the ES delay from October 2009 to July 2010? 
How long will the rail system last under the current plan? Elevated routes will eventually require parts to 
be repaired at a higher cost than grade level. 

Where is the main terminal building going to be located so when future rail segments are added to the current 
route, passengers will be able to transfer seamlessly from one train to the next? 

a. There is no discussion or plans in the draft or final EIS about where a main terminal will be located or 
when it will be built. 

b. This makes future discussions about adding rail segments in the future mute because there Is no existing 
plan that shows or discusses possible routes, costs, and EISs. 

5. There is no discussion about using the rail system as an alternative for moving Items from the kalaeloa Harbor to 
downtown. If a terminal building was built downtown or at Ala Moans Shopping Center, this would allow the rail 
system to serve a dual purpose. During the day as a passenger mover, and between 8 PM to 12PM, the rail could 
serve as a mover of goods to and from downtown to Kalaeloa Harbor. This would provide another source of 
income to reduce the cost of the rail system. 

6. The EIS does not address how many jobs will be created because of the rail during construction, operational, and 
maintenance phases of the rail project. Therefore there is no way to properly set the budget for the rail project. The 
EIS should state how many personnel will be required to support the different phases of tee rail project Mayor Mufi 
Hanneman states the rail will generate 17,000 jobs. UH — Manoa states the highest number of jobs will be 4,000. 

The city did not get an objective and unbiased budget. The city outsourced the rail budget process to Parsons 
Brinkerhoff. For the lot 20 yea P.; Parsons Brinciasboff has done all of the rad studies in Honolulu. This time 
around Parsons Brinclearhoff ilt:,qps Mayor Hannernann misrepresent the system by calling it 'Light Rail' when In 
reality they are designing a fully elevated Heavy Rail system. Another correct term for it is Rapid Transit. Light Rail 
is a modem tramway that operates at grade or on street lanes. None of this is true for the Mayor Hannemann rail. 
Cheryl Soon, director of the city's Department of Transportation Services during Mayor Harris's administration said 
the following in 2000 based on Parsons Brinckerhoff study recommendations on the same corridor that Mayor 
Hannerrann proposes rail today: The light rail transit alternative was dropped because subsequent analyses 
revealed that Bus Rapid Transit could accomplish virtually all of the objectives of light rail transit at substantially 
less cost. 

I am reprinting excerpts from an April 23 letter to Honolulu Councilmember Ann Kobayashi from Honolulu Attorney 
John C. McLaren who wrote on behalf of former Governor Ben Cayetano and other unidentified people" according 
to the May 6 Advertiser as Attachment (1) to this letter. Kobayashi and Cayetano are key supporters of Nell 
Abercrombie. This shows that Parsons Bririckerhoff do not represent the best Interest of the O'ahu people when It 
comes to presenting the facts about the rail. I would like to know why the EIS should be trusted since the budget 
process is questionable and so are the ties of the Mayor and Honolulu City Council to Parsons Brinckerhoff. The 
allegations contained In the letter have been forwarded to the State procurement office for Investigation. This data 
was printed on 18 May 2010 and can be found on the Internet at 
httpl/www.hawailfreepress.comimain/ArticlesMairittabid/56/articleType/ArticleVievdertideld/2197/Abercromble-
team-Hannernann-admin-ldquointentional 	PubItc-Procuremerrt-Coderdquo.asex 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this project. I look forward to heating from you about the concerns I have 
raised in this letter. You may contact me by using my mailing address that is on the envelope of this letter. I wish to maintain 
my privacy to protect my family. Thank you for your time and efforts in reading ray letter. 

Very Respectfully, 

Kapolei_Dad 

My real name and address is qrtithe  envelope. I do not want my privacy ruined because of the questions I discussed in this 
letter. Thank you for your und landing about thls request. 
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TO: 
Honorable Ann Kobayashi 
City Council 
City and County of Honolulu 

Dear Ann, 

In March 2005, City Auditor Leslie I. Tanaka noted in his report, 'Audit of the City's Sole Source, Emergency, and 
Professional Services Procurement Practices," that "certain sole source, emergency, and professional services purchases 
approved by the city have either violated the state procurement code or city policies." 

The suspected violations of the Code included in this letter are related to contracts for professional services and, specifitsafiy, 
contracts for design professional servicee of engineers, architects, and surveyors and landscape architects.... 

The roost egregious example of this is the August 26, 2005 contract award to Parsons Brinckerhoff fluade & Douglas, inc. 
("Parsons Brinckerhoff eke PB Americas, Inc.) for the Technical and Professional Services for the Honolulu High Capacity 
Transit Corridor Project in the initial amount of $9,700,000.00 in spite of Earth Tech, Inc., being ranked first ahead of 
Parsons Brinckerhoff. 

There were also only two ranked firms for this project, which is a violation of HAS § 1 0'3D-304(g).... The total contract 
payment was $10,200,000. This contract was for Parsons Brinckerhoff to produce an Alternatives Analysis and draft 
environmental impact statement ("EIS") for the rail project, which incluees the now controversial airport rail alignment that 
will require the realignment of two runways or realignment of the rail fine at significant City taxpayer expense. 

Other examples that are documented in Attachment 10 of the City's violations of selecting the first ranked person are: 

Shimaeusuro, Endo & Yoshieake Inc. was awarded the contract for the Design of Bus Stop ADA Accessibility 
Improvements, Phase V Project, in the amount of $137,170 without appearing on the Short List. 
Environet, Inc. ('Environer) was awarded the contract for Consultant Services for Sand Island Waste Treatment 
Plant Expansion, Primary Treatment, Soil Management Project, in the amount of $700,000.00 despite Earth Tech, 
Inc., being ranked first ahead of Environet. 

Since January 2005, the City and County of Honolulu has also failed to submit a Short List containing a "minimum of three 
persons" to the department head and, as a result, violated the Code requirement by contracting for design professional 
servicesa total of 13 times with persons fisted on Short Lists not containing the minimum of three persons (Attachment 11). 
The most egregious an example is Inlet:IC/insult, LLC (infraConsulf) Penned by three former Parsons Bnnckerhoff 
erroloyees) that was awarded a contract for Project Management Support Services for the Honolulu High Capacity Corridor 
Prolate in the amount of $36,727,162.00from a Short List listing only InfraConsult and no other persons. 
The infraConsult contract was awarded on November 19, 2009 and the award was posted the following day on the State & 
County Professional Service Awards website. This appears to be an exceptionally short time period in which InfraConsult 
had to: 

a. complete scoping all of the details of work specified in the contract proposal, 
b. complete all negotiations with the City, and 
c. obtain all signatures and approvals, for such a large contract, 

unless InfraConsult knew well in advance of November 19, 2009 that it was assured of receiving this award, and it had also 
completed virtually all of these steps before the award was announced.... 

Parsons Brinckertioff was also a major consultant on the H-3 highway project which was originally estimated to cost $70 
million but after more than 20 years of lawsuits, it cost $1.3 billion. The lawsuits were based on flawed EIS and archeological 
studies. The U.S. District Court ruled in favor of the plaintiffs, Stop H-3 Association v. Andrew L. Lewis, 538 F.Supp. 149 (D. 
Hawaii 1982), and on appeal to the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, the judgment was affirmed.., .The selection criteria in 
FIRS § 1 030-304(e)(2) is: 'Past performance on projects of similar scope for public agencies or private industry, including 
corrective actions and other responses to notices of deficiencies." 

In addition, la) public administrative agency possesses only such rule-making authority as is delegated to it by the state 
legislature and may only exercise this power within the framework of the statute under which it is conferred, Administrative 
rules and regulations which exceed the scope of the statutory enactment they were devised to implement are invalid-and 
must be struck down." Haole v. State, 111 Hawai'i 144, 152, 140 P.3d 377, 385(2006) (quoting Stop H-3 Association v. 
State Department of Transportation, 68 Haw. 154, 161, 706 P.2d 446, 451 (1985) (underscored added). 

Attachment (1) 
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The Honolulu Advertiser reported on April 9, 2010 that to avoid the substantial costs of moving runways 22L14R and 2211 14L, 
the City is now proposing to move the rail station on Lagoon Drive to the tieIrene Street intersection. Mr. Yoshioka said this 
proposal will require further study of the affected properties, and approval by the Federal Transit Administration. This 
alternative should havc been investigated by Parsons Brinckernoff and the City long before the City's announced alignment 
change to the City Council on April 6, 2010. If this new alignment is not in the Alternatives Analysis or in other EIS 
documents prepared by Parsons Brinckerhoff, an environmental assessment CEP) or an additional supplemental EIS may 
have to prepared.... 

MAR § 3-126-38, Remedies after an award, states in relevant part... 
If the violation cannot be waived without preitie , ce to the State or other bidders or offerers and if 
performance has begun, the chief procurement officer or designee shall determine in writing whether it is 
in the best interest of the State to terminate or to amend, ratify, and affirm the contract. Termination is the 
preferred reme 

AR § 3-126-38(b)(6) states: 
'if a slate or county employee knowingly and willfully lets a contract contrary to law; that employee may 
be personally liable for his or her actions.' 

The City ... violated the central safeguards required in the selection of design professionals of having a minimum of three 
persons on the Short List and negotiating first with the first ranked person. Why was Earth Tech, Inc., not awarded the 
August 26, 2005 contract that the City awarded to Parsons Brinckertioff, in spite being ranked first ahead of Parsons 
Bnnckerhoff? 

The City has never explained this award or any other award where the first ranked persons did not receivethe contact. The 
City's violation of these clear, basic, and essential safeguards for the public interest indicates that City gi:ivemment officials 
are intentionally violating the Public Procurement Code. 

Attachment (1) 
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Mr. Wayne Y. Yoshioka 

Department of Transportation Services 

City and County of Honolulu 

830 South King Street, 3rd Floor 

Honolulu, HI 96813 
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